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INTRODUCTION 

Current differential protection is based on Kirchhoff’s current law. Protection relays in different parts 

of the network analyse the vector sum of the measured currents and detect faults in the protected area 

as show in Figure 1. Differential definition: 

 

 

 

 

 

To perform the differential function using the old technique at different ends, we need to compare the 

samples, at the same instant of time, because the propagation delay introduced by the communication 

media can cause spurious differential trip, analyse the vector sum of the measured currents and detect 

faults in the protected area. 
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Figure 1 - Multi-Ended Line differential protection principal 

We need to rely in an asynchronous sampling using a ping-pong delay measurement technique or an 

external equipment to provide a time common source referenced (e.g., GPS-synchronized shown in 

Figure 2) relays with time stamped current vectors. For each application, there are certain 

requirements for the communications network to achieve a reliable vector exchange. 

Line differential protection imposes a very strict requirement on the communications system for the 

following parameters: low latency, latency symmetry, and low jitter (instability). Of these three 

parameters, latency symmetry, and low jitter are only applicable to line differential protection 

schemes that rely on asynchronous sampling (Ping-Pong technique). However, most line differential 



protection schemes deployed using GPS assist are configured to fall back to asynchronous sampling 

to protect against GPS signal failure. 

 

Figure 2 - GPS-synchronized scheme 

Communications channel latency impacts the time it takes for datagram encoding the current samples 

to make it across to the remote end for comparison, thereby impacting the time it takes the relay to 

detect the presence of a fault differential. Asynchronous sampling is based on a continual time 

difference measurement, and vector transformation performed by the differential function to align 

current samples. Time difference measurement is performed based on a technique known as the Ping-

Pong scheme, which averages the delay between send and receive times, assuming symmetrical 

latency in TX and RX directions between the two relays. 

The presence of asymmetrical delay in the received and transmitted directions result in incorrect 

vector alignment, which manifests as a false differential current, and may result in a false tripping of 

the protection. 

Similarly, the presence of jitter in the communications channel leads to a constant change in the 

average delay computation. The time difference between two consecutive telegrams must be as 

constant as possible to avoid an incorrect vector alignment and hence incorrect differential current. 
To avoid all these problems a new Multi-Ended Differential Protection has been designed to 
compensate the propagation delay when calculating the differential current in an accurate method 
without the need of using a time common source referenced and applicable for the systems in which 
the number of terminals is up to six. 
 

NEW MULTI-ENDED LINE DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION 

 

Figure 3 – New Multi-Ended Line differential overall scheme designed 



Phase differential protection has been used for many years to protect the transmission lines and 

distribution feeders. The New Smart Multi-Ended differential protection presented in this paper 

includes a New CT Saturation Technique, a New Capacitive Current Compensation, and a New Multi-

Ended Fault Locator, which make the protection relay scalable for any topology of the transmission 

system including Hybrid Lines. 

The New Multi-Ended differential protection is applicable for the systems up to 6 ends with an 

operating time better than 20ms which is in the range of sub-cycle time consumption at 50Hz 

operating frequency for 2-ended up to 4-ended schemes and for 5 and 6 ended schemes, the operating 

time of the differential protection is better than 25ms. 

The Multi-Ended differential protection scheme has been designed to have the features which are 

given below and described in next chapters: 

 Sample based differential algorithm; 

 Sub-cycle tripping is possible for cases that has up to 7ms communication time delay; 

 New protection algorithm was designed to directly identify the internal and external faults 

even when CT is saturated; 

 The designed algorithm for multi-ended differential is scalable for many different topologies 

in which there can be up to 6 terminals and 4 junctions; 

 New algorithm for capacitive current compensation; 

 A Neutral Differential Protection unit is employed for high resistance fault and can respond 

over a fault up to 1000 ohms. 

Based on the analysis of the discriminative characteristic between internal fault and external fault, the 

discriminative criterion of the differential protection is shown as given below: 
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Where IS1, IS2, K1 and K2 are setting values: 

 IS1 - The minimum threshold for differential current; 

 IS2 - The slope changing point (when the bias current is larger than this value, security is 

much more important than reliability for differential protection); 

 K1 - The slope of character when the fault is slight; 

 K2 - The slope of character when the fault is severe. 

The value of minimum setting threshold for differential current (IS1) is required to be set higher than 

the maximum unbalanced current due to the measurement and calculation errors. Normally, IS1 is set 

to be 0.3~0.5 p.u. to avoid unbalanced current. When the fault is small, the bias current value will be 

smaller as well. In this case, reliability is more important than security, so that the slope of the 

character is smaller (Normally, K1 is set to be 0.3~0.5). 

On the other hand, when the fault is severe, bias current will be higher and security will become more 

important than reliability (in this case, the CTs could be unbalanced and saturated, which can result 

in much higher unbalanced current in Idiff), so the protection will follow the character of slope K2, 

which has a much steeper slope (k2 =1.1~1.5). 

All the settings should be following the best balance between the security and reliability. 

 

SAMPLES 

The implemented algorithm is sample based algorithm for fast tripping. Regarding the Fourier based 

algorithm, one can see that the Fourier window always contains both pre-fault data and post fault data 

during the time when fault occurs. 

For the sample, based algorithm, the instantaneous differential current is ideally zero during the pre-

fault stage. The sample based algorithm was developed and proved that it runs faster than the Fourier 

based method. Additionally, it is not affected by the frequency variation, which means a frequency 

tracking block is not necessary for sample based differential protection, is a Subcycle tripping 



differential protection with a typically tripping time of 7ms, including 2ms of propagation delay 

between ends. 

A digital low pass filters is used for data re-sampling. The primary sampling rate of the platform is 

48 samples per cycle, whereas the secondary sampling rate is 8 samples per cycle. The sample based 

algorithm employs the RMS value, in which the instantaneous differential current is the sum of 

instantaneous current of all terminals; 
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Where, iTm is the current of mth terminal; M is the number of terminals; idiff is instantaneous 

differential current; n is present sample number. The RMS value of the differential current is used for 

the discriminative criterion; 
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Where, Idiff is the RMS value of idiff; N is the window length in samples for RMS calculation, which 

is selected as a cycle of fundamental frequency; n is present sample; k is history sample number 

within the window length N. Similarly, the Ibias, which is the sum of the RMS value of currents of 

all terminals: 
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Where, Ibias is RMS value of bias current; ITm is RMS value of iTm; M is the number of terminals; 

N is the window length in samples for RMS calculation, which is selected as a cycle of fundamental 

frequency; n is present sample number; k is history sample number within the window length N. 

 

NEW CT SATURATION TECHNIQUE 

When the fault is severe, the CTs at different terminals could be unbalanced and saturated, which 

results in high unbalanced current in differential current when the external fault occurs. The new 

technique does not detect the CT saturation and give out a signal whether the CT is saturated. Instead 

it can directly discriminate between internal and external faults, even when the CT is severely 

saturated. 

The technique is achieved by means of correlation of the measured phase current at local end with 

the received current from remote terminals. Therefore, it eliminates the requirement to detect CT 

saturation to inhibit protection and it can simply discriminate between internal and external fault even 

when the CT’s are saturated. 

The proposed new technique is a general-purpose technique which is adaptive for not only the line 

differential protection but also for bus-bar and transformer protections. It has much lower 

requirements to CT than the other techniques that currently exist. The correction of the distorted 

signature is using average and DC offset filters and a correlation technique is employed for phase 

comparison. As result of those new elements in differential function, a decreasing of 10 times on CT 

requirements is achieved. 



 

Figure 4 – Line differential restrain algorithm 

The algorithm calculates the number of positive to negative samples for each phase current at the 

local end and remote ends. The sum and difference of the number of positive and negative samples is 

used to calculate a ratio of sum over difference. The ratio is then compared against a pre-set threshold 

to determine if it is an internal fault or an external fault even if the CT is saturated. 

It involves simple calculations and is easily implemented in any differential protection IED. Both the 

reliability and security of the differential protection are improved by this new detection technique, 

even when the CT enters saturation. 

 

NEW CAPACITIVE CURRENT COMPENSATION 

For both overhead transmission lines and underground cables, there are significant capacitive currents 

from ground to the conductor due to the equivalent shunt admittance between the line and the ground. 

If this current is not compensated, the differential current will possibly be higher than the Ibias when 

there is no fault or even when external fault occurs. Therefore, to increase the reliability, sensitivity 

and security of the differential protection, the capacitive current of the transmission lines should be 

eliminated, especially for the lines that are longer than 50km, or for cables longer than 10km. 

A new algorithm based on samples is designed for the capacitive current compensation, with 

distributed parameter line model (or underground cables), where only the impedance and admittance 

per unit are required. The existing distributed parameter transmission line function has been 

transposed from the frequency domain to the time domain so that it can be applied to a sample based 

input, it is much more accurate especially for topologies with long lines. The error of the calculation 

is less than 1% even considering transients in the algorithm. 

 

NEW MULTI-ENDED FAULT LOCATOR 

This document is intended to describe the design on the multi-end fault location scalable algorithm 

for any number of terminals or junctions in power line system. Based on both voltage and currents is 

immune to DC offsets that make the function more accurate, less than 2%. The proposed fault location 

techniques can distinguish the fault section correctly and locate fault accurately. 

Specifically, to locate a fault through a discrete system accurately, the multi-end fault location system 

mainly focuses on: 

 Calculate the voltage and current phasors before and after the fault. The techniques included 

are: 

o Store the sampling data of one cycle i.e. voltages and currents in an array and refresh 

them in real time; 



o Use the COS filter algorithm to decrease the decaying DC component in the electrical 

quantities; 

o The Full Cycle Fourier phasors of both voltage and current are then calculated based 

on the output of COS filter. 

 Distinguish the fault section out by comparing the angles and amplitudes of the voltages; 

 Equivalent the system into a double-end system and calculate the electrical quantities in the 

equivalent local and remote end; 

 Locate the fault by using the techniques of double-end fault location. 

And the multi-end fault location will not focus on (can be referred to the specification of multi-end 

differential): 

 Discriminate the fault type; 

 Produce the trip signal. 

 

COMMUNICATION 

The herein defined messages are requested by protection algorithm, any communication system or 

media may be used for data transmission, the message frames shall be transmitted in their entirety as 

they are specified. When used with IEEE C37.94, for example, the entire frame shall be written into 

and read from the buffer of C37.94 protocol, and then, C37.94 protocol can code/decode the buffered 

frame per C37.94 specification. 

The message framework is defined with two messages types: data and command; in a totally of 34 

bytes. The device will transmit multiple data streams, each with different content, rate, format, etc. 

Data message is a message type that is transmitted regularly and circularly and the command message 

is used for asking for and terminating the transmission of data message on device power on. 

Information may be stored in any convenient form by the protection algorithm itself, but when 

transmitted it shall be formatted as frames. If the messages received by a connected device that are 

not understood (such as an unimplemented feature, bad CRC, etc.) shall be silently discarded.  

Communications will be using C37.94 communication protocol for the protection communications 

in a ring structure. For a 6-ended scheme, each terminal will need to communicate with 5 others. The 

protection message will be transmitted 8 times a cycle and each terminal will have several slots in the 

C37.94 data frame allocated to it depending on the number of terminals in the scheme. 

For a scheme with 2 or 3 terminals, 4 slots will be used and for schemes with 4, 5 or 6 terminals, 2 

slots will be used. The number of slots used by C37.94 will be removed because the definition of slots 

will be done automatically by the relay. This scheme has been chosen to accommodate the protection 

message being transmitted at up to 16 times a cycle in 2 and 3 terminal applications without any 

changes to the communication scheme which would require re-validation of the communication 

scheme. 

The slots in the C37.94 data frame will be allocated in relay terminal address order starting with the 

lowest. 

Unlike the device mode to switch the whole device into different operating modes, the differential 

protection function can also be switched into different operating modes. The behavior of differential 

protection function shall be a resultant of device mode and function mode (refer to IEC61850-7-4). 

With the using of function mode, the differential function can be made to run (function mode = on) 

or not (function mode = off). In addition, the function can be temporarily block or switched into test 

mode (function mode = test) for commissioning purposes. Switching between the modes of the local 

relay will trigger the issuing of command frame, and all connected relays will be informed. For the 

one who has been isolated from a scheme, this command will be ignored; for the one who is now 



operating in a scheme, suitable precautions (e.g. to block the differential protection…) shall be taken, 

but it depends on its application strategy. 

The multi-ended communication system shall be possible recover from any single unidirectional 

channel be disrupted. The recovering process includes the actions of detecting the channel that has 

been disrupted and re-establishing a new link to relaying the traffics by the faulted channel. Thanks 

to IEEE C37.94 who has provided some methods to detect the faulted channel. So here we assume 

that a relay will be informed when a channel relates to it be disrupted, and we focus on the process of 

link re-establishing. 

 

VALIDATION – TRIPPING TIME 

The multi-ended function was validated for different scenarios as: Energizing at local with different 

location of VTs; Frequency Variation, PSB and Frequency slip and harmonics; Switch on To Fault; 

Series compensation (fixed/variable compensation); Evolving faults; Shunt-compensated lines; 

switching on shunt-reactors; Ferro-resonance of the Ferro-core; Normalization CT ratios; Weak ends 

(CT saturation should consider the recloser in weak end); Single and multi-pole tripping and recloser; 

High resistance up to 1000 ohms (for 2-ended) & multi-ended up to 300 ohms; Isolated/impedance 

earthed system; Transient current response during parallel line breaker opening; Un-transposed lines; 

CT saturation and inrush current of in-zone transformer; Dual CT arrangement or 3/2 breakers; 

Comms switching including split paths, Communication time delay more than 20ms; Comms 

failure/degradation and Comms switching including split paths during a comms failure; Split path 

swapping to alternative split path; Energizing line with no load current (current based scheme); 

Internal and external faults on two-ended system which has low load current. 

All validation was performed by using an auto testing script, so, the results are objective and the table 

below summarized the 1440 cases have been used and validation results: 

 

Type 

Tests 

Testing Case 

Topology 

Max 

Tripping 

Time 

(ms) 

Min 

Tripping 

Time 

(ms) 

Average 

Tripping 

Time 

(ms) 

1 
6-ended system 

with 4 junctions 
24.90 12.40 15.13 

2 
6-ended system 

with 3 junctions 
22.40 11.15 13.60 

3 
6-ended system 

with 2 junctions 
22.40 11.15 13.43 

4 
6-ended system 

with 1 junction 
22.40 11.15 13.60 

5 
5-ended system 

with 3 junctions 
21.15 11.15 12.78 

6 
5-ended system 

with 2 junctions 
21.15 11.15 12.82 

7 
5-ended system 

with 1 junction 
21.15 11.15 12.97 

8 
4-ended system 

with 2 junctions 
21.15 11.15 12.82 



9 
4-ended system 

with 1 junctions 
21.15 11.15 13.26 

10 3-ended system 21.15 11.15 12.89 

11 2-ended system 21.15 11.15 11.82 

 Average: 21.83 11.26 13.19 

 

CONCLUSION 

The need to provide new equipment’s with different requirements and constraints has pushed for the 

development of new transport networks configurations per the specification of a line differential 

protection. This new smart concept will be a step forward towards utilities moving to a reliable, cost 

effective and integrated protection relay to be implemented in any power networks. 

As seen from the tests and results presented in the paper, we can conclude that this new solution is 

reliable (dependable & secure) to protect the most stringent networks. The validation uses real cases 

and commercially available hardware, to determine the best settings and improve the efficiency in a 

line differential. 


